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Abstract
Consider a triangulation of the xy plane, and a general
surface z = f(x; y). The points of the triangle, when lifted
to the surface, form a linear spline approximation to the sur-
face. We are interested in the error between the surface and
the linear approximant. In fact, we are interested in build-
ing triangulations in the plane such that the induced linear
approximant is near-optimal with respect to a given error.
Here we describe a new method, which iteratively adds
points to a “Delaunay-like” triangulation of the plane. We
locally approximate f by a quadratic surface and utilize this
surface to establish an edge-flipping criterion for a convex
quadrilateral that enables us to minimize the error between
the surface and the triangulation.
Keywords: Near-optimal polygonmeshes ; Quadratic func-
tions; Taylor polynomial; Delaunay Triangulation; Polygo-
nalization.
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1. Introduction
Consider a triangulation T of the xy plane, and a gen-
eral surface z = f(x; y). We will assign each triangle T of
T a criterion, based on the local properties of the function
f(x; y) inside of T . This criterion will be a generalization
of the Delaunay circumcircle criterion depending on a local
surface property.
For each triangle, we generate this criteria by examining
the local properties of the surface inside the projected tri-
angle. These local properties are determined by a quadratic
approximation to the surface within the triangle, and will be
computed by a Taylor expansion of f(x; y). This will enable
us to approximate the surface in the area of the projected tri-
angle by a known function, for which we can apply an opti-
mal error criteria.
2. Basic Problem
When faced with the task of triangulating a surface one
can chose between several options, most popular are Delau-
nay triangulations and data dependent triangulations. The
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Figure 1. Two possible triangulations
difference between these two can be visualized by the sim-
ple example of triangulatinga convex quadrilateralABCD,
(see Figure 1).
There are two possible triangulations for this polygon,
ABC and ACD, or ABD and BCD. In the case
of the Delaunay triangulation a simple criteria, the circum-
circle criteria, is evaluated, (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Circumcircle verses data dependent
triangulation
Consider the circle containing the verticesABC. If the
remaining point, in our caseD, is outside the circle, triangu-
lationABC andBCD is the one to chose, otherwise we
choose ABD and BCD. This criteria only deals with
vertices and is not dependent on the surface. It only leads
to an optimal triangulation when the surface is a paraboloid
[?]. In the general case it does not lead to an optimal trian-
gulation [?, ?, ?, ?].
The criterion for a data dependent triangulation differs in
that it depends on the surface. To decide which triangulation
to choose, the error between both possible triangulationsand
the surface is computed and the triangulationwith the small-
est error is then chosen [?, ?]. This can be computationally
expensive for complex surfaces.
Although data dependent triangulations generally yield
better results, Delaunay triangulations are widely used be-
cause they are fast and no search for the error is required.
In this paper we are interested in finding a fast near-
optimal triangulation for a given surface. We therefore are
interested in a method similar to the Delaunay one, but one
which also depends on the underlying surface.
3. General Idea
Our main goal is to find a near-optimal triangulation, but
we do not want tedious calculations to find the error. Our
idea is to subdivide a general surface into regions, which can
be approximated by a class of surfaces for which we know
how to triangulate optimally. This sectioning can be done
with the help of differential geometry, stating that every
point on aC2 surface is either, elliptic, hyperbolic, parabolic
or planar [?]. This classification can be done by looking at
the second-order partial derivatives.
The general idea therefore is to have a local criterion for
a convex quadrilateral, which tells us which diagonal we
have to use. This local criterion depends on points in the xy-
plane, as in the Delaunay case, but we do not have to perform
expensive calculations, as in the data dependent triangula-
tion.
4. A Local Approximation of the Surface
Consider a general C2 surface z = f(x; y). The Taylor
series at a point (x
0
; y
0
; f(x
0
; y
0
)) is given by:
f(x; y)=f
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We are interested in a quadratic approximation q to f at
(x
0
; y
0
) and therefore need only consider the second-order
Taylor polynomial. By defining:
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we can define the quadratic approximation to be
q(x; y)=Ax
2
+ Bxy+Cy
2
+Dx+Ey:
This is the general formula for a quadratic surface with cen-
ter at the point (D;E). By introducing a coordinate change
we can center this quadratic at the origin, giving
q
0
(x; y)=Ax
2
+ Bxy+ Cy
2
:
Aligning its axes with the axes of our coordinate frame
yields
q
00
(x; y)=A
0
x
2
+C
0
y
2
;
where A0 and C 0 are defined by
A
0
=A cos
2
+ B cos  sin + C sin
2
, and
C
0
=A sin
2
 ,B cos  sin  +C cos
2
;
where
 =

1
2
tan
 1
 
B
A C

if A 6= C

4
otherwise.
Now we can easily decide the geometric type of the
quadratic q [?]. We just have to multiply the coefficients:
A
0
C
0
=
(
> 0 elliptic
= 0 parabolic
< 0 hyperbolic
2
5. Optimal Triangulation of Quadratic Sur-
faces
So far we are able to approximate a general surface lo-
cally by a quadratic one. There is still the question remain-
ing, how to optimally triangulate using this quadratic. Let
us start with the elliptic case:
5.1. Elliptic Quadratic
The simplest elliptic quadratic is the unit paraboloid
f(x; y) = x
2
+ y
2
, Figure 3. Consider four points
Figure 3. Unit paraboloid
A;B;C;D in the xy-plane which form a convex polygon
and their corresponding images A0; B0; C0; D0 on the sur-
face. The four points lying on the unit paraboloid form a
tetrahedron. There are two possible triangulations for the
points A;B;C;D as we have seen earlier. These two tri-
angulations correspond to the lower and upper faces of the
tetrahedron. In order to find the best triangulation, we have
to choose the one with the smallest error. These two trian-
gles are the lower faces of the tetrahedron [?]. Therefore
to decide whether to accept triangle ABC, D0 has to be
above the plane of the triangle.
There is an easier way to decide which triangulation to
choose. Let us intersect the surface with the plane defined
by A0; B0; C 0. The resulting cut is an ellipse, and if pro-
jected down onto the xy-plane is a circle throughA;B, and
C. The triangle ABC is part of the optimal triangulation
if D is outside this circle, which is exactly the circumcir-
cle criterion from the Delaunay triangulation. Therefore the
unit paraboloid is optimally triangulated by using the Delau-
nay triangulation for any L
p
error. Unfortunately the unit
paraboloid is the only surface where this is true [?].
We can now generalize this by the observation that any
elliptic quadratic can be transformed into the unit paraboloid
by affine transformations in x and y leaving the z value un-
changed. A pointP of a triangle and its corresponding point
Q on the surface might change their x; y location but their
height difference will remain the same. We perform a trans-
lation in the xy-plane, to move the center into the origin, a
rotation around the z-axis to align the axes of the quadratic
with the x and y-axes and a scale in the x and y directions.
The error of the triangulation is left unchanged by these
transformations [?].
This allows us now to compute optimal triangulations for
any elliptic paraboloid with the help of the circumcircle cri-
terion.
5.2. Parabolic Quadratic
Let us now consider the parabolic case, Figure 4.
Here one of the principle directions has zero curvature.
Figure 4. Unit paraboloid
A parabolic quadratic can be viewed as an elliptic case
stretched infinitely along one of its axes or as a hyperbolic
one with the two generating lines coinciding. We will ap-
proximate this type by an elliptic quadratic with a very long
stretch.
5.3. Hyperbolic Quadratic
The last remaining case is the hyperbolic one. Unfor-
tunately we cannot use the circumcircle criteria here be-
cause there are no affine transformations back to the unit
paraboloid.
Our algorithm for computing a triangulationuses theL
1
norm, from now on we will restrict ourselves to this er-
ror norm. The simplest hyperbolic quadratic has the form
f(x; y) = x
2
  y
2
, Figure 5. If we let
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then to find the error of a triangleABC approximating this
surface we have to find
max
(x;y)2ABC
jE(x; y)j
3
Figure 5. Unit hyperbolic paraboloid
where
E(x; y) = x
2
, y
2
,ABC(x;y):
The maxima of the error function E(x; y) will occur at
the edges of the triangle. To see this, we compute the gra-
dient 5E(x; y), find the roots of it and evaluate the deter-
minant of the Hessian matrix H
E(x
e
;y
e
)
at this position. We
have
5E(x;y) =
D
2x+
n
1
n
3
;,2y +
n
2
n
3
E
;
so that
5E(x; y) = 0, x
e
= ,
n
1
2n
3
; y
e
=
n
2
2n
3
:
The Hessian matrix is
H
E(x
e
;y
e
)
=

2 0
0 ,2

which has determinant
det(H
E(x
e
;y
e
)
) = ,4:
The determinant of the Hessian matrix H
E(x
e
;y
e
)
is neg-
ative, i.e. the point (x
e
; y
e
) is a saddle point and is the only
extrema ofE(x; y). Therefore the maximum error has to oc-
cur on one of the edges of the triangle. The error function
E
edge
(s) and its first and second derivatives E0
edge
(s) and
E
00
edge
(s) for an edge, e.g. AB, are defined as follows:
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The first derivative of E0
edge
(s) only zero at s = 1
2
.
The second derivateE0
edge
(s) is nonzero everywhere except
when the edge is parallel to the generating lines of the sur-
face, (then the maximum error is zero along all of the edge).
Consider again the test for a convex quadrilateral. To
compute the maximum error of both triangulations we only
need to evaluate one point for each triangulation, 1
2
(A+B)
for the first one and 1
2
(C + D) for the second one. If the
first error is smaller than the second one we triangulate us-
ing ABC and ADB, or ADC and DBC other-
wise. Again we can use affine transformations in the xy-
plane to map any hyperbolic quadratic to the unit hyperbolic
paraboloid.
5.4. Ambiguous Cases
Both elliptic and hyperbolic cases have ambiguous
points. In the first case we cannot decide between two
possible triangulations for a convex quadrilateral, if all the
points are situated on a circle (see Figure 6).
Figure 6. Ambiguous case for Delaunay
In the hyperbolic case the ambiguity occurs if the two
diagonals are parallel to the generating lines, e.g. for
f(x; y) = x
2
  y
2 the generating lines are x = y and
x =  y (see Figure 7).
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Figure 7. Ambiguous case for hyperbolic
paraboloid
The reason for this is that the hyperbolic paraboloid is a
double ruled surface and there exist infinitely many straight
lines which lie directly on the surface and therefore produce
no error.
These cases occur only very infrequently.
4
6. Algorithm
Our implementation of the discussed method is based on
a greedy insertion algorithm. The algorithm begins with a
very coarse mesh and points are added iteratively to it one
after the other until the error is lower than a given tolerance
or the number of triangles exceeds a user defined value.
To perform well and adapt quickly to the surface the
choice of insertion point is crucial for the algorithm. In our
implementation we always insert at the point of maximum
error.
When inserting the new point P = (p
1
; p
2
) into the tri-
angulation two cases occur. First, P is inside a triangle T .
In this case, we delete T from the triangulation and replace
it by three new triangles formed by connecting P to the ver-
tices of T shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Adding a point inside a triangle
The second case occurs ifP lies on an edge. In this case,
we split the edge and connect P with the vertices of the
quadrilateral, adding the four triangles to the triangulation,
(see Figure 9).
PP
Figure 9. Adding a point on an edge
The next step is to update the triangulation according to
our edge-flipping criteria. To do this we test a triangle T
against a neighboring vertex P . If this quadrilateral formed
by the four points is not convex no flipping can be performed
and we are done. Otherwise we compute the second-order
Taylor polynomial for the midpoint of T . From this we
can calculate an approximating quadratic and transform the
four points of the quadrilateral such that this approximating
quadratic is a unit quadratic centered at the origin with its
axes aligned, (see Figure 10).
Depending on the quadratic, we either use the circumcir-
cle criterion for the elliptic case, or check the error value at
the half way points of the quadrilateral’s diagonals.
(c) (d) (e)
(a) (b)
Figure 10. Flipping an edge, (a) circumcircle
criterion, (b) translation, (c) rotation, (d) scale
and flipping criterion fulfilled, (e) resulting tri-
angulation
If our criterion results in an edge flip, we create two
new triangles and test these against their neighbors. In the
standard Delaunay case every edge only has to be flipped
once and therefore this edge-flipping terminates after a finite
number of steps [?, ?]. Unfortunately this is not true for our
criterion. If the general surface is not a quadratic, then we
will use a different quadratic approximation for every trian-
gle, varying the transformation from one triangle to the next.
These may cause a situation where an edge gets flipped back
and forth inducing an infinite loop in the algorithm. To pre-
vent this we allow an edge to be flipped only once during an
updating step induced by the addition of a new point into our
triangulation.
7. Discussion
In this Section we want to give some evidence that our
method works and that we can achieve a substantial reduc-
tion of the L
1
error compared to the standard Delaunay tri-
angulation.
7.1. Elliptic case
In the first example we approximate the unit paraboloid
of Figure 3. Figure 11a shows the resulting mesh starting
from two triangles forming a square and Figure 11b shows
a contour plot. This produces the expected Delaunay trian-
gulation which is optimal for this case.
In Section 5 we claim that we can optimally triangulate
any elliptic paraboloid. Figure 12 shows the result of our al-
gorithm when confronted with an unit paraboloid stretched
5
(b)(a)
Figure 11. Triangulation of the unit paraboloid
(a) and contour lines (b)
along the y-axes. The resulting grid consists of triangles
stretched in the y-direction, where the curvature is smaller.
(b)(a)
Figure 12. Triangulation of the stretched unit
paraboloid (a) and contour lines (b)
Figure 13 illustrates the reduction of the L
1
error of our
method verses the standard Delaunay one. The chart plots
the L
1
error of our method divided by the L
1
error of a
Delaunay triangulation starting with two triangles up to five
thousand. It shows that our method produces an error which
is about half as big as in the Delaunay case.
The next test function is a general elliptic paraboloid.
Figure 14b illustrates the rotation, scale and translation. The
mesh in Figure 14a is aligned and scaled along the principle
directions of the function.
Figure 15 shows again the error graph. In this case our
method is about sixty percent better than the standard De-
launay case.
7.2. Parabolic case
The parabolic case (shown in Figure 4) turns out to be
rather interesting. One would expect that the optimal tri-
angulation consists of long thin triangles spanning over the
surface oriented along the zero curvature direction. This ar-
rangement is still Delaunay, but the maximum error occurs
0
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Figure 13. Error of our method divided by er-
ror produced by a Delaunay triangulation for
a stretched paraboloid
(b)(a)
Figure 14. Triangulation of the stretched,
translated and rotated unit paraboloid (a) and
contour lines (b)
not only on the edge of the patch but also inside of it. The
algorithm does not know where the edges are because it only
uses local information. It will choose the first maximum er-
ror, inside the patch or on the edge. Figure 16 shows the re-
sulting triangulation using our method or a Delaunay one.
The improvement of our method over a Delaunay method is
several orders of magnitude, this is definitely a worst case
scenario for a Delaunay triangulation.
7.3. Hyperbolic Case
Figure 17 illustrates the use of our algorithm on the unit
hyperbolic paraboloid of Figure 5. Figure 17a shows the re-
sulting mesh using the flipping criteria described in Section
5.3. Long thin triangles are produced with the longest edge
aligned with the generating lines.
Applying the standard Delaunay method yields in a reg-
ular grid of right angled triangles, with their diagonal along
the generating lines.
6
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Figure 15. Error using our method divided
by error using a Delaunay triangulation for a
stretched and rotated paraboloid
(b)(a)
Figure 16. Delaunay (a), our method (b)
(a) (b)
Figure 17. Grids for unit hyperbolic
paraboloid using method of Section 5.2
(a) and grid produced by Delaunay (b)
Figure 18 compares the two resulting maximum errors.
We observe that the Delaunay error graph is a step-function
with long and large steps. The maximum error does not
change until all triangles are subdivided to the next level.
Then a big error reduction occurs. The error graph of our
method is more gradual because not all triangles have the
same size. However after a number of insertions, the L
1
error for the two cases are nearly identical.
0.0001
0.001
0.01
0.1
1
Delaunay generalized Delaunay
Figure 18. Error using our method divided by
error using a Delaunay triangulation for a unit
hyperbolic paraboloid
Long thin triangles do not produce a large error in the hy-
perbolic quadratic case. There exist straight lines which lie
on the surface. Both methods produce equally good triangu-
lations. Therefore we have the choice between our method
and the Delaunay one. However a general surface does not
have constant curvature, but instead the curvature will vary
in sign and value over the surface. Therefore there will not
exist many long straight lines on the surface as in the hy-
perbolic quadratic case. For the algorithm this means that
hyperbolic and elliptic cases can be treated in the same way
and still achieve the substantial error reductions.
8. Results
Finally we want to test our method on a general surface
which has elliptic, parabolic and hyperbolic points. For a
test-function we chose a wave function stretched in one di-
rection, (see Figures 19 and 20b).
The algorithm produces stretched triangles on the moun-
tain tops and in the valleys of the function. Adapting to the
differences of the curvatures in x and y directions.
The graph in Figure 21 shows the performance of our al-
gorithm for this general surface. Our method reduces the
L
1
error by forty percent and approximates the surface sig-
nificantly better than the Delaunay triangulation.
7
Figure 19. Test surface, stretched wave
(a) (b)
Figure 20. Triangulation produced by our al-
gorithm (a) and contours plot of the test func-
tion (b)
9. Conclusion
We have presented a new method which can be used to
obtain near-optimal triangulationsof arbitraryC2 functions.
This was achieved by combining three things. Firstly ob-
serving that Delaunay is the optimal triangulation for the
unit paraboloid. Secondly that we can locally approximate a
general C2 surface by a quadratic using the Taylor polyno-
mial. Thirdly that we can transform any quadratic back into
a unit quadratic without changing the error of the triangula-
tion.
In the future we would like to extend this method to work
with different error metrics. It can be shown that Delaunay is
optimal for the unit paraboloid but the hyperbolic case is still
an open research field. In the L
2
case the triangulation with
our method, using long thin triangles on the hyperboloid,
seems to produce better results.
We also will extend this algorithm to triangulate scattered
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Figure 21. Plot of error of our method divided
by error of a Delaunay triangulation
data.
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